Directions to the James H. Clark Center
For Sunday, 7/23/06 Only
318 Campus Drive
Stanford, CA 94305

**From Highway 101 North & South**

1. Take the **EMBARCADERO RD/OREGON EXPWY** exit west toward Stanford
2. **EMBARCADERO RD** becomes **GALVEZ ST** as you enter Stanford
3. Bear **LEFT** at first fork in the road towards center of campus
4. Turn **RIGHT** on **CAMPUS DR** and continue past **PALM DR** and **QUARRY RD**
5. **Clark looms on your right as the road makes a sharp turn to the right. Turn RIGHT on PANAMA ST/GOVERNOR'S LANE** and then **RIGHT** again to enter the **PARKING LOT**
6. The Clark Center is straight **AHEAD** of you at the far end of the lot. Park in any available space not marked for University Vehicles.
7. Enter the Clark Center on foot through the gap between the **South** and **West** buildings.
   Take the stairs **HEADING DOWN** in the center of the courtyard directly ahead of you down to the Auditorium and Registration.

**From Highway 280 North & South**

1. Take the **SAND HILL ROAD** exit west toward **MENLO PARK**
2. Turn **RIGHT** on **STOCK FARM RD**
3. Turn **LEFT** on **CAMPUS DR W**
4. Turn **LEFT** on **PANAMA ST** - and then **RIGHT** again to enter the **PARKING LOT**
5. The Clark Center is straight **AHEAD** of you at the far end of the lot. Park in any available space not marked for University Vehicles.
6. Enter the Clark Center on foot through the gap between the **South** and **West** buildings.
   Take the stairs **HEADING DOWN** in the center of the courtyard directly ahead of you down to the Auditorium and Registration.

**From El Camino Real (82)**

1. Turn **WEST** onto **GALVEZ RD** the football stadium should be on your left. Turn toward the hills (away from the center of Palo Alto).
2. Bear **LEFT** at first fork in the road towards center of campus
3. Turn **RIGHT** on **CAMPUS DR** and continue past **PALM DR** and **QUARRY RD**
4. Clark looms on your right as the road makes a sharp turn to the right. Turn **RIGHT** on **PANAMA ST/GOVERNOR'S LANE** and then **RIGHT** again to enter the **PARKING LOT**
5. The Clark Center is straight **AHEAD** of you at the far end of the lot. Park in any available space not marked for University Vehicles.
6. Enter the Clark Center on foot through the gap between the **South** and **West** buildings.
   Take the stairs **HEADING DOWN** in the center of the courtyard directly ahead of you down to the Auditorium and Registration.